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Abstract
This paper discusses the theory of transit oriented development and attempts to create an eﬀectually
structured set of best practices through the study and modiﬁcation of the documentation that currently
exist. To identify the core elements or “principles” that go into constructing a transit oriented development plan. To do this a [deconstructive] qualitative survey of more than 30 projects or municipal planning documents that self-identiﬁed as transit oriented was conducted. The result was six goals that were
deemed essential to the creation of “good” transit oriented development. The six goals were then combined with empirical research from academic and practicing professionals in the ﬁeld to form recommendations for new best practices.
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Principal Three:
Invest in mixed uses.
Principal Two:
Creating lively functional streets
Streets- how they function as both interactive
and transportation space are of the utmost
importance to the vitality of urban
developments.Encouraging people to walk
doesn’t solely benefit individual health and
environment; it also supports increases in
growth to local economies with increased
retail profits and housing rental prices.
In order to make a better experience for users
we must also reduce the prevalence of automobile traffic onsite and instead replace it
with non-motorized and alternative mass transit options such as bus rapid transit.

Creating active and varied mixed uses is
important for the success of any transit
oriented development project. . By including a mix of retail and service businesses
within a compact neighborhood, residents
are able to complete more daily tasks without the use of automobiles.Integrating
mixed uses into walkable environment
also leads to an increase in physical activity
and aids in further stabilization of climate
changes by reducing the dependence on
automobiles.

There are three distinct problems with transit oriented development as it currently stands. The ﬁrst is that
there is no solid, universal deﬁnition. When each group or project creates their own deﬁnition to ﬁt their speciﬁc
objectives, it corrupts and weakens the overall picture of transit oriented development creating misinformation for
other professionals as well as the public. The absence of a deﬁnition creates further confusion in that professionals
are forced to deﬁne and measure the commonly found aspects of TOD such as density or walkability that projects
often discuss, but this does nothing to help TOD as a whole. You are forced to piece together the best case scenarios without the ability to discern the impact the individual parts may be having on the development as a whole.
The lack of a ﬁrmly deﬁned foundation makes attempting to codify what exactly makes great TOD extremely diﬃcult, and near impossible to measure empirically. There is also a great deal of conﬂict and problems within the research of those individual concepts as well. For example walkability measurements are highly contextual and can
diﬀer greatly from project to project. What may be necessary in one area, may be consider impractical in another
and often the research that is done will not take the diﬀering factors into account. Finally, municipalities are often
picking apart the concepts of TOD and selecting those that are easiest to sell to their constituents. While not a horrible practice, there is some evidence found by the research conducted here that many aspects of TOD are actually
very closely entwined. The success of transit may be connected to walkability and both may be joined to density. By
selecting only what is deemed to be the “good” or popular values, cities that adopt these modiﬁed TOD plans may
be harming themselves without even realizing it. Transit oriented development cannot function correctly or cannot
truly be called transit oriented without a systemic approach to its implementation.
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There needs to be more comprehensive
design guidelines to encourage human
scale development. The challenge faced
now is creating dense urban spaces that
follow good, context driven design.
Design requirements like building height
limits and parking not allowed at ground
level, increase property values and create
a more desirable environment to attract
new and diverse population base.

One of the objectives of this paper was to identify the core elements or “principles” that go into constructing a transit oriented development plan. To do this a deconstructive qualitative survey of more than
30 projects or municipal planning documents that self-identiﬁed as transit oriented was conducted (Stake).
Deconstructive research entails analyzing data and breaking it down into core concepts or themes (Stake).
Over the course of several pieces of data a set of common themes will appear in the data (Stake). The
themes can be used to draw conclusions based upon their common relation to the topic at hand (Stake).
For the current research, each of the thirty plans were scrutinized for their proposed goals, deﬁnitions and
metrics and from there broken into key words and phrases. Of these words a hierarchical ranking was created, listing those that were found in nearly every document to those that were the least common (Stake).
Those that were found least were further examined to see if they possibly ﬁt into another larger category
or were just a speciﬁc objective of a particular project. To achieve the end product of a set of solid guiding
principles, a list was created from the highest ranking of those words (Stake). The result was seven goals
that were deemed essential to the creation of “good” transit oriented development. These seven goals
were then combined with empirical research from academic and practicing professionals in the ﬁeld to
form recommendations for new best practices. In the cases of conﬂicting research such as bus rapid transit
versus lite rail transit the most current data was used.
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Principal One:
Encourage human scale development
while increasing density

Complications

Methodology
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Principle Five:
Recognize the value of Light Rail Transit
Principle Four:
Encourage Mixed Income neighborhoods
to stabilize development
Planning agencies must ensure a range
of equitable housing options in order to
create more permanently productive
transit oriented projects. Creating a
blend of income strata reduces class
segregation which will alleviate some of
the negative effects of gentrification
and reduce crime rates, improve educational outcomes, and increase social tolerance. Increasing the ability of those
people to reside near transit stations
increases their ability to utilize and support that transit.

When designing a transit system for transit
oriented development, light rail transit is the
best option to encourage economic development while providing the most benefit for the
surrounding populatationCreating light rail
plans for an area surrounding a commercial
property increases in value by 23%, up to
120% on average if that property is already
within an existing business district. A positive
correlation has also been found between impending rail systems and increased likelihood
of development of higher density housing.

Principle Six:
Discourage auto-dominance by removing parking minimums to allow more
pro�itable land uses
The dedicated amount of physical space automobile related infrastructure inhabits can
be better utilized in several capacities.
Instead of needlessly swallowing valuable
land in asphalt, planners and developers
need to work together to create less expansive automobile related infrastructure while
still addressing the needs their owners.

